Turning Dreams into Reality
Here is a quick video for you to watch (less than 22 minutes) to
see exactly what I do to turn my dreams into my actual reality:
http://bit.ly/visionboardinspiration

The step-by-step instructions are below:
1) Speak it out + write it down + tell people + add to your vision
board
What are you wanting to do?
What are your goals?
What would you love?
2) Ask for Support
Specifically reach out to people for support:
Who do you know who helps with resumes?
Would you be available to help me move?
Can I borrow your truck?
3) Receiving the support you asked for
Actually let it in (there’s a reason this is separate from
point #2 - they’re two different things)
If you ask for someone’s support and they help you, but
you don’t receive it, you’re wasting their time!!
4) Take Action
Do something with it
You have the information now
You’ve had the conversation to help you process through
You may not be totally clear, and that’s fine!
You don’t get to just sit and think about it more
“Stop stewing and start doing”
“Don’t sit and stew, get up and do!”
If you’re spending time wishing, hoping, dreaming - that’s
helpful to get some clarity, but if you don’t DO anything
with it, then it’s all a waste of time
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Creating a Vision Board
Here is the original post, from January 7, 2019, which outlines
this in a bit more detail if you want the whole backstory, too:
http://bit.ly/visionboardpost

The step-by-step instructions are below:
1) I found several lists of “life categories” and compiled mine from
those (see green on the whiteboard picture below for my
complete list).
The BONUS to this was suggested by a friend to line
each goal up with a supporting Bible verse (see pink
on the whiteboard picture for my complete list)! This
totally took my goals to a whole ‘nother level and I’m
pumped!!
2) I decided on ONE goal for each category that I’m going to do
in 2019 (see purple on the whiteboard picture below for my
complete list)
3) I had a blast finding images online that represent each goal.
You can let yourself move freely here, as each image will have
other suggested images, quotes, ideas, etc. which can also
represent you + your goals. Go with the flow and enjoy it! I saved
all of these images to a word doc and then printed it out once it
was complete
4) I bought the foam boards (two for 2019) and cut out the
images. Then, you guessed it, I glued ‘em all on there! I love
being creative, so it was fun to see what would go where, like
designing your own puzzle!

Simple as 1-2-3-4!
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To see these pictures larger, see the original post:
http://bit.ly/visionboardpost
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You've
GOT
This!!
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